English
We will be adopting a mastery approach to teaching
English that embeds the fundamental skills for each
year group including spelling, grammar and punctuation. The children will be focusing on their independent
editing skills and producing longer pieces of writing
across several genres. Including a mixture of fiction,
non-fiction and poetry.

PE

Computing—Online safety

Trips—Coastal resort trip after half term (Hopefully)

Coaching with Jonny Hughes, various sporting
skills.—Monday
Mrs Roberts—Athletics, yoga , dance and meditation.

RE
Hinduism—What is a Mandir?
What is the Trinity? - Christian

Maths
Mastery approach to maths;
Addition and Subtraction including column method.

MFL French

Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division mental maths strategies.

History/GeographyWe wll be looking at the human and physiAlgorhythms
cal geography of hills, mountains and coasts. WE will be looking
at local hills and the links to our school including the class
Science names. The children will look at a local coastal area and compare
Rocks and Fossils -Pupils explore the characteristics to other coastal areas in the UK. use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key
of rocks and learn their names. They carry out simple
tests on different rocks and use chocolate to model how (including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their
knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world;. Use
rocks are made. They explore the composition of soil
and think about how soil is made. They learn about the fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human
and physical features in the local area using a range of methods,
formation of fossils and make their own model fossils.
They look at pictures of dinosaur fossils and try to come including sketch maps, plans and graphs.
to some conclusions about the living dinosaurs the fosArt
Design Technology
sils came from.
We will be making bread using
traditional methods including
cooking on hot rocks.

Listen actively to spoken language and show
understanding by joining in and responding.
Explore patterns and sounds through songs
and games.

Music
We will be using a range of musical instruments both traditional and non-traditional to
make sounds of the ocean, hills and moun-

The children will be perfecting their
range of drawing skills including producing detailed sketches.

PSHE
Expressing Feelings/ COVID welfare
Keeping safe Healthy lifestyles

